




ATTRACTED  RENEWED  ATTENTION  BECAUSE  OF  ITS  APPLICATION  IN 
HYDROGEN PRODUCTION FOR FUELING PROTON EXCHANGE MEMBRANE 
FUEL  CELLS  4HE  REFORMED  FUEL  GENERATED  BY  REFORMING  OF 
HYDROCARBONS  ANDOR  ALCOHOLS  USUALLY  CONTAINS    #/ 
WHICH  NEEDS  TO  BE  REMOVED  BY  THE  7'3  REACTION  FOR 








IS  VERY  ACTIVE  AND  STABLE  FOR  THE 7'3  REACTION  THERE  HAVE 
BEEN  SUBSTANTIAL  INTERESTS  IN  THE  ORIGIN  OF  THE  EXCEPTIONAL 
CATALYTIC  PROPERTY  	  AND  THE  UNDERLYING  REACTION 
MECHANISM 	 (OWEVER THE INTRINSIC ACTIVE SITE AS 
WELL AS THE REACTION PATHWAY FOR THE 7'3 ON !U#E/ CATALYSTS 
IS  STILL  CONTROVERSIAL  &U ET  AL  	  REVEALED  THAT  THE 7'3 
ACTIVITIES  ARE  NOT  ALTERED  EVEN  WHEN    OF  THE  GOLD  IS 







GOLD  CLUSTERS  )N  CONTRAST  +IM  AND  4HOMPSON  	  AND 
+ARPENKO ET  AL  	 OBSERVED A  SIGNI½CANT  REDUCTION  IN  THE 
7'3  ACTIVITY  ON  LEACHED  !U#E/  CATALYSTS  AND  THUS 






REMOVED  BY  THE  CYANIDE  SOLUTION  AND  THE  ACTIVITY  OF  THE 
LEACHED SAMPLE IS EXPECTED TO BE LOWER 6ERY RECENTLY IN SITU 
8RAY  ABSORPTION  NEAREDGE  STRUCTURE  MEASUREMENT  AND 
DENSITY FUNCTION THEORY CALCULATION  	 HAVE CON½RMED 
THAT ONLY THE SMALLER METALLIC !U NANOPARTICLES   NM	 ARE 
PRESENT  UNDER  THE  7'3  REACTION  CONDITIONS  WHEREAS  THE 
CATIONIC  GOLD  SPECIES  IS  UNSTABLE  4HE  HIGH  STABILITY  WAS 














































BY  []  AND  []  PLANES  ARE MORE  ACTIVE  FOR  THE 7'3 






IS  OF  PRIME  IMPORTANCE  AND  SMALLER  !U  NANOPARTICLES 
CONTAINING A  LARGER AMOUNT OF ACTIVE SITES  EDGE CORNER OR 
STEP	  IN  CLOSE  CONTACT WITH  ZIRCONIA  USUALLY  GIVE  QUITE  HIGH 
7'3  ACTIVITY  	 -EANWHILE  THE  SURFACE PROPERTY  AND  THE 
CRYSTALLINE  STRUCTURE  OF  ZIRCONIA  ALSO  IN¾UENCE  THE  CATALYTIC 
PERFORMANCE  SIGNI½CANTLY      	  !U  NANOPARTICLES 
SUPPORTED  BY WELL  CRYSTALLIZED  ZIRCONIA  EXHIBIT  HIGHER 7'3 
ACTIVITY THAN THAT ON AMORPHOUS ZIRCONIA 	 !U NANOPARTICLES 
ON  MONOCLINIC  ZIRCONIA  COULD  SHOW  MUCH  BETTER  7'3 
PERFORMANCE  THAN  THAT ON  TETRAGONAL  ZIRCONIA BECAUSE  THE 




PROPERTY  OF  :R/  SUPPORT  BUT  THE  NATURE  OF  THE  !U:R/ 
INTERACTION AS WELL AS THE DOMINANT MECHANISM OF THE 7'3 
REACTION IS STILL UNCLEAR 
)N  THIS  WORK  WE  STUDIED  THE  EFFECT  OF  !U:R/  CONTACT 
BOUNDARIES  ON  THE  CATALYTIC  PERFORMANCE  FOR  THE  7'3 
REACTION  BY  PROPERLY  TUNING  THE  SIZES  OF  GOLD  AND  ZIRCONIA 
PARTICLES #ONTROL OF THE SIZE OF :R/ PARTICLE WAS ACHIEVED BY 
CALCINATION  OF  THE  ZIRCONIUM  HYDROXIDE  PRECURSOR  AT  
#  3IMILAR  LOADING  AND  PARTICLE  SIZE  OF  !U  ON  THESE 
SUPPORTS WERE  THEN  OBTAINED  BY  A  DEPOSITIONPRECIPITATION 








4HE MONOCLINIC  ZIRCONIA  WAS  PREPARED  BY  A  RE¾UX METHOD 
DESCRIBED  BY  *UNG  AND  "ELL  	    G  OF  :R/#LÀ(/ WAS 
DISSOLVED IN  ML OF DEIONIZED (/ AND THE SOLUTION WAS 
THEN  RE¾UXED  AT  #  FOR    H  !FTER  THE  MIXTURE  WAS 







4HE  !U:R/  CATALYSTS  WITH  AN  !U  NOMINAL  LOADING  OF 













AN  AQUEOUS  SOLUTION  OF    -  .A#.  FOR  H  AT  ROOM 
TEMPERATURE  FOR  LEACHING  THE  GOLD  PARTICLES  FOLLOWING  THE 














(24%-  IMAGES  WERE  TAKEN  WITH  A  4ECNAI  '  &  34WIN 
MICROSCOPE &%)	 OPERATING AT  K6 4HE SAMPLE POWDERS 
WERE  ULTRASONICALLY  DISPERSED  IN  ANHYDROUS  ETHANOL  AND  A 
DROP  OF  THE  SUSPENSION  WAS  DEPOSITED  ON  A  CARBON  ½LM 
SUPPORTED COPPER GRID AND THEN DRIED IN AIR
.  ADSORPTIONDESORPTION  ISOTHERMS  WERE  RECORDED  AT 
¯# ON A -ICROMETRICS !3!0  INSTRUMENT "EFORE THE 
MEASUREMENTS THE SAMPLES WERE DEGASSED AT # FOR H 
4HE  SPECI½C  SURFACE  AREA  WAS  CALCULATED  BY  A  MULTIPOINT 








LEVELS  WERE  RECORDED  4HE  CHARGE  EFFECT  WAS  CORRECTED  BY 
ADJUSTING THE BINDING ENERGY OF # S TO  E6 
&OURIER  TRANSFORM  INFRARED  &4)2	  SPECTRA  WERE  COLLECTED 
OVER  A  "IORAD  6ECTOR    SPECTROMETER  "RUKER	  WITH  A 










OR  #/(/(E  MIXTURE    MLMIN	  4HE  REFERENCE 
SPECTRUM OF THE !U:R/ WAFER IN (E TAKEN AT THE MEASUREMENT 
TEMPERATURE WAS SUBTRACTED FROM EACH SPECTRUM









EF¾UENT  FROM  THE  REACTOR  WAS  MONITORED  BY  THE  MASS 
SPECTROMETER
0ULSE  EXPERIMENTS  WERE  PERFORMED  USING  THE  SAME 
EQUIPMENT  AS  40$  MEASUREMENT    MG  OF  CATALYST  WAS 












DISTILLED WATER  KEPT  AT  #  4HE (/(E  STREAM WAS  THEN 





















PEAKS BECAME  SHARP AND  INTENSE  INDICATING  THE GROWTH OF 
:R/ CRYSTALLITE 4HE CRYSTALLINE SIZE OF :R/ WAS  NM FOR THE 
:R/ SAMPLE BUT  IT  INCREASED  RAPIDLY  TO  NM FOR  THE 
:R/  SAMPLE  !CCORDINGLY  THE  SURFACE  AREA OF  ZIRCONIA 
DECREASED FROM  MG TO ONLY  MG 





SUPPORTS  4HERE WERE NO DISTINCT  DIFFRACTION PEAKS OF  GOLD 
INDICATING THAT THE GOLD PARTICLES ARE HIGHLY DISPERSED ON :R/ 
AND ARE TOO SMALL TO BE DETECTED
&IGURE    SHOWS  THE  (24%-  IMAGES  OF  THE  !U:R/4 
CATALYSTS  4HE  :R/  PARTICLES  APPARENTLY  AGGLOMERATED  INTO 
LARGER ONES WITH  INCREASING  THE  TEMPERATURE OF CALCINATION 
4HE  !U:R/  SAMPLE  CONTAINED  DISCRETE  :R/  PARTICLES 
WITH THE SIZE OF  NM THE SIZE OF :R/ PARTICLES WAS  
NM  IN  THE  !U:R/  SAMPLE  AND  THEN  IT  SIGNI½CANTLY 
INCREASED TO  NM FOR THE !U:R/ SAMPLE &OR THE 
!U PARTICLES THEY WERE HARDLY OBSERVED  IN THE !U:R/ 




































INDEPENDENT  OF  THE  SIZE  OF  :R/  PARTICLES  4HEREFORE  IT 
BECOMES POSSIBLE TO ELABORATE THE EFFECT OF :R/ PARTICLE SIZE 
ON  !U:R/  INTERACTION  BY  KEEPING  CONSTANT  GOLD  PARTICLE 
SIZE  4HE  !U:R/  SAMPLE  CONSISTS  OF  !U:R/ 
NANOCOMPOSITE MAINLY DUE TO THE SIZE COMPARABILITY OF !U 
^  NM	  AND  :R/  ^  NM	  PARTICLES  POSSESSING  A  LARGE 
AMOUNT OF !U:R/ CONTACT BOUNDARIES &OR THE !U:R/ 
AND  THE !U:R/  SAMPLES  THE  SIZE  OF  :R/  PARTICLES  IS 
 NM AND A  SINGLE !U PARTICLE  ^ NM	  COULD  CONTACT 
WITH MULTIPLE :R/ PARTICLES &OR THE !U:R/ AND THE !U
:R/  SAMPLES WITH  VERY  LARGE  :R/  PARTICLES  OF   
NM HOWEVER A SINGLE PARTICLE OF :R/ ALONE IS ABLE TO SUPPORT 
A  NUMBER  OF  !U  PARTICLES  AND  THE  CHANCE  FOR  A  SINGLE  !U 
PARTICLE TO MAKE CONTACT WITH MORE THAN ONE :R/ PARTICLE IS 
VERY RARE 4HAT IS THE INCREASE IN THE AVERAGE SIZE OF ZIRCONIA 
PARTICLE  FROM  ^  TO  ^  NM  DECREASES  DRAMATICALLY  THE 
!U:R/ CONTACT BOUNDARIES
&IGURE    SHOWS  THE  (24%-  IMAGES  OF  THE  T!U:R/ 
CATALYSTS  WHERE  THE  AVERAGE  SIZE  OF  ZIRCONIA  PARTICLE  WAS 
CONSTANT  TO BE ^ NM  )T  IS OBVIOUS  THAT  THE SIZE OF GOLD 
PARTICLE  INCREASED  SIGNI½CANTLY  WITH  INCREASING  THE 
TEMPERATURE OF CALCINATION 4HE SIZE OF !U PARTICLES WAS ONLY 
 NM AFTER CALCINATION AT # AND IT THEN  INCREASED TO 
  NM  AT  #  AND  ½NALLY  UP  TO    NM  AT 





























&OR  THE  !U:R/4  CATALYSTS  AS  SHOWN  IN  &IGURE  !  THE 




THE  T!U:R/  CATALYSTS  HAVING  SIMILAR  :R/  PARTICLE  SIZE  OF 






3AMPLE  3"%4  !U LOADING  $!U
A  $:R/
A  #/ DESORBED 
B  #/ CONV  %A  2EACTION RATEC
  M G	  WT	  NM	  NM	  MOL G	  	  K* MOL	  MOL G S	
!U:R/                 
!U:R/                
!U:R/                 
!U:R/                 
!U:R/                 
!U:R/                 
!U:R/                 
!U:R/                 








































































































































































WERE  PRODUCED  4HE  INTENSITIES  OF  THESE  BANDS  DECREASED 
WITH  INCREASING THE AVERAGE SIZE OF :R/ PARTICLE  INDICATING 
THAT THE FORMATION OF FORMATE IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE SIZE OF 
:R/  PARTICLE  AND  THAT  SMALLER  :R/  PARTICLE  CONTAINING 
ABUNDANT HYDROXYL GROUPS FAVORS THE EF½CIENT REACTION OF /( 





















































































































T!U:R/  CATALYSTS  WITH  CONSTANT  :R/  PARTICLE  SIZE  BUT 
DIFFERENT !U PARTICLE SIZE !T # AS SHOWN IN &IGURE ! THE 
INTENSITY OF THE BAND AT  CM FOR #/ ADSORBED LINEARLY ON 





NOT ON  THE  SMOOTH  SURFACE  ASSOCIATED WITH  LARGER ONES  AS 
REPORTED BY "OCCUZZI ET AL 	 4HE INTENSITIES OF BICARBONATE 
SPECIES  IN THE RANGE  CM REMAINED UNCHANGED 











ADSORBED  ON  !U  PARTICLE  AND  THEN  SPILLS  OVER  TO  !U:R/ 




AND  THUS  THE  SPILL  OVER  OF  #/  IS  DEPRESSED  LEADING  TO  LESS 
FORMATION  OF  FORMATE  SPECIES  4HEREFORE  THE  SIZE  OF  !U 
PARTICLE IS CRUCIAL NOT ONLY FOR THE ADSORPTION OF #/ BUT ALSO 






FORMED  UPON  #/  ADSORPTION  AT  ROOM  TEMPERATURE  AS 
CON½RMED  BY  THE  &4)2  MEASUREMENTS  &OR  THE  !U:R/4 
CATALYSTS  WITH  CONSTANT  !U  PARTICLE  SIZE  BUT  VARYING  :R/ 




WITH  AN  AVERAGE  SIZE  OF    NM  4HIS  FACT  INDICATES  THAT 






































































































#/  AND  /(  GROUPS  TO  FORM  BICARBONATE  SPECIES  AT  ROOM 
TEMPERATURE  &OR  :R/  ALONE  HOWEVER  THE  AMOUNT  OF  #/ 
DESORBED WAS NEARLY NEGLIGIBLE WHEN COMPARED WITH THE !U
:R/ CATALYSTS IMPLYING THAT THE ROLE OF !U NANOPARTICLE IS TO 






BY  THE  CHARACTERISTIC #(  VIBRATION  AT   AND   CM 
AND THE TYPICAL BONDS AT   AND  CM  IN  THE 









FORMATE  SPECIES  GRADUALLY  REDUCED  THEIR  INTENSITIES  WITH 
PROLONGING THE PURGING TIME !FTER  MIN FORMATE SPECIES 
DECOMPOSED  COMPLETELY  AND  ONLY  A  SMALL  QUANTITY  OF 
CARBONATE SPECIES RETAINED ON THE SURFACE 
&IGURE  SHOWS THE RESULTS OF SEQUENTIAL PULSES OF #/ AND 
(/  UNDER  ¾OWING  (E  OVER  THE  !U:R/  CATALYST  AT 
# #/ INJECTION RESULTED IN THE SIMULTANEOUS FORMATION 




























































#/  AND ( 7ITH  ADDITIONAL #/ PULSES  THE  AMOUNT OF #/ 
CONSUMED DECREASED GRADUALLY AND ONLY TRACES OF #/ AND ( 
WERE  DETECTED  AFTER  NINE  INJECTIONS  INDICATING  THAT  THE 
SURFACE  /(  GROUPS  ARE  ALMOST  COMPLETELY  CONSUMED 
)NTERESTINGLY  (/  PULSES  DID  NOT  PRODUCE  ANY  GASEOUS 
PRODUCTS BUT THE SUBSEQUENT #/ PULSES PRODUCED #/ AND 
( AGAIN )T MEANS THAT THE PULSED (/ HAVE REGENERATED THE 




4HE  EXACT  NATURE  OF  THE  KEY  INTERMEDIATES  AND  THE 
DOMINATING MECHANISM FOR THE 7'3 REACTION OVER SUPPORTED 
GOLD  CATALYSTS  ARE  STILL  UNDER  DEBATE  EVEN  FOR  THE  MOST 
EXTENSIVELY  STUDIED  !U#E/  CATALYSTS  4O  DATE  THERE  IS  NO 
CLEAR  AGREEMENT  OVER  THE  PRIME  MECHANISTIC  PATHWAY 
PROBABLY DUE TO THE CHOICE OF METAL OXIDE AS SUPPORT AND THE 
VARIATION  IN  REACTION  CONDITIONS  4HERE  ARE  TWO  MAJOR 
MECHANISMS A REDOX MECHANISM BASED ON THE REDUCTION OF 
#E/ SUPPORT BY #/ ADSORBED ON !U PARTICLE TO RELEASE #/ 




WHICH  ACT  AS  THE  IMPORTANT  INTERMEDIATES  INVOLVING  IN  THE 
RATEDETERMINING  STEP  	  6ERY  RECENTLY  "URCH  	 
HAS  PROPOSED  AN  INTEGRATED  MECHANISM  FOR  7'3  REACTION 
OVER  AN  !U#E/  CATALYST  IN  WHICH  THE  DOMINANT  SPECIES 
CHANGES FROM A CARBONATE OR CARBOXYLATE SPECIES TO A FORMATE 





UNDER  THE  CURRENT  EXPERIMENTAL  CONDITIONS  MIGHT  BE  THE 
FORMATE ROUTE  IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE SURFACE REGENERATION 
OF THE :R/ SUPPORT !S ILLUSTRATED IN &IGURE  #/ IS INITIALLY 
ADSORBED ON  THE GOLD NANOPARTICLE  AND  THEN  SPILLS OVER  TO 
THE !U¯:R/  INTERFACE WHERE  IT  REACTS WITH THE SURFACE /( 
GROUPS ON :R/ TO PRODUCE FORMATE SPECIES #/ IS FORMED BY 
ABSTRACTING OXYGEN  FROM  THE /( GROUPS  TOGETHER WITH  THE 
RELEASE OF (  LEAVING SURFACE VACANCIES (/ THEN  INTERACTS 
WITH  THE  SURFACE  OF  ZIRCONIA  TO  REGENERATE  THE /( GROUPS 



















	  WHICH  ARE  THE  KEY  INTERMEDIATES  IN  THE  7'3 
REACTION  &4)2  AND  #/40$  EXPERIMENTS  HAVE  READILY 
DEMONSTRATED  THAT  THE  RELATIVELY  HIGHER  CONCENTRATION  OF 





GREATLY  ENHANCED  WITH  REDUCING  THE  AVERAGE  SIZE  OF  :R/ 
PARTICLE
&IGURE  SHOWS THE REACTION RATES OF THE 7'3 REACTION ON 





!U#E/  AND  !U4I/  CATALYSTS  	4HE  REACTION  RATE  OF 
#/ WAS  VERY  CLOSE  BETWEEN  THE !U:R/  :R/    NM	 
AND  THE  !U:R/  :R/    NM	  CATALYSTS  AND  THEN  IT 
DECREASED WITH A FURTHER INCREASE IN THE SIZE OF :R/ PARTICLE 
)NTERESTINGLY  THE  REACTION  RATE OF #/ OVER  THE !U:R/ 
CATALYST WAS THREE TIMES HIGHER THAN THAT OVER THE !U:R/
  CATALYST  :HANG  ET  AL  	  REPORTED  THAT  THE  SPECI½C 
REACTION RATE OVER THE !U:R/ CATALYST WITH :R/ SIZE OF  
NM IS SIX TIMES LARGER THAN THAT WITH :R/ SIZE OF  NM 
IN  #/  OXIDATION  #ARRETTIN  ET  AL  	  ALSO  FOUND  THAT 
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OF  GOLD  FOR  #/  OXIDATION  BY  TWO  ORDERS  OF MAGNITUDE  WITH 
RESPECT  TO  THE  CONVENTIONAL  #E/  PARTICLES  !PPARENTLY  THE 
REACTION RATE OF #/ IS AFFECTED BY THE PARTICLE SIZE OF THE OXIDE 











 NM  &IGURE   SHOWS  THE  REACTION  RATES OF #/ ON  THE 
T!U:R/  CATALYSTS  UNDER  DIFFERENTIAL  CONDITIONS  4HE 
REACTION RATE OF #/ DECREASED DRAMATICALLY WITH INCREASING 
THE  SIZE  OF  !U  PARTICLE  FROM    TO    NM  PARTICULARLY 
BELOW  NM AND THE DIFFERENCE BECAME MORE STRIKING WITH 
INCREASING  THE  REACTION  TEMPERATURE  FROM    TO  # 




CONTRIBUTION  TO  THE  ACTIVATION  ENERGY  ORIGINATES  FROM  A 
REACTION  STEP  ASSOCIATED  WITH  !U  PARTICLE  PROBABLY  THE 
ADSORPTION AND SPILL OVER OF #/ 4HIS OBSERVATION IS IN ACCORD 
WITH  THE  GENERAL  UNDERSTANDING  THAT  THE 7'3  ACTIVITY  OF 











BOUNDARIES  FOR  AN  EF½CIENT  ADSORPTION  OF  #/  AND  A  RAPID 
SURFACE  REACTION  OF  #/  WITH  /(  GROUPS  4HEREFORE  THE 

































































































REMAIN  THE  CATIONIC  GOLD  CLUSTERS  LOCATING  IN  THE MATRIX  OF 
CERIA  CRYSTALLITE  ACTING  AS  THE  INTRINSIC  ACTIVE  SITES  FOR 7'3 
REACTION :HANG ET AL  	 ALSO FOUND THAT THE  ISOLATED !U 
IONS  ON  ZIRCONIA  OBTAINED  BY  TREATING  THE  !U:R/  CATALYST 
WITH +#. SOLUTION EXHIBIT A MUCH HIGHER ACTIVITY FOR SELECTIVE 







IN  THE  PROPERTIES  BETWEEN  CERIA  AND  ZIRCONIA  #ERIA  IS  WELL 
KNOWN TO STABILIZE TRANSITIONAL METAL IONS IN ITS MATRIX DUE TO 
THE CHARACTERISTIC  CUBIC ¾UORITE  STRUCTURE AND A  FACILE #E
#E REDOX CYCLE GENERATING A LOT OF OXYGEN DEFECTS WHEREAS 
LATTICE  SUBSTITUTION  BY  OTHER  IONS  IS  DIF½CULT  FOR  ZIRCONIA 
BECAUSE OF  ITS NONREDUCIBLE NATURE #ONSIDERING  THE  INITIAL 
SIZE  DISTRIBUTION  OF  GOLD  PARTICLE  &IGURE  	  THE  REMAINING 








THE  LEACHED  SAMPLES  ARE  ESSENTIALLY  THE  SAME BECAUSE  THE 
CATIONIC  GOLD  CLUSTERS  STRONGLY  ASSOCIATED WITH  CERIA  LATTICE 
PRESENT  THE  ONLY  ACTIVE  SITES  IN  7'3  REACTION  	 
4HE DISPERSION OF GOLD IN THE PARENT !U:R/ CATALYST IS 
ESTIMATED TO BE  BASED ON (24%- OBSERVATION  NM	 
WHILE  A    DISPERSION  OF  GOLD  CAN  BE  ASSUMED  IN  THE 
LEACHED SAMPLE BECAUSE OF THE VERY SMALL CLUSTERS !CCORDINGLY 
THE  SPECI½C  REACTION  RATE  OF  #/  FOR  THE  LEACHED  CATALYST  IS 
ABOUT  FOUR  TIMES GREATER  THAN  THAT  FOR  THE PARENT  CATALYST 




^  NM  THE  7'3  ACTIVITY  DECREASES  SIGNI½CANTLY  WITH 
INCREASING THE SIZE OF :R/ PARTICLE  FROM ^ TO ^ NM AS 
EXPRESSED  BY  #/  CONVERSION  AND  ITS  REACTION  RATE  /N  THE 
OTHER HAND WHEN THE SIZE OF :R/ PARTICLE IS KEPT AT ^ NM 
THE 7'3  ACTIVITY  DECREASES  REMARKABLY WITH  INCREASING  THE 
SIZE OF !U PARTICLE FROM ^ TO ^ NM "OTH CASES REDUCE 
THE !U:R/  CONTACT BOUNDARIES  FOR  THE ASSOCIATIVE  SURFACE 
REACTION 0ARTICULARLY THE !U:R/ CATALYST CONSISTING OF 
!U PARTICLES WITH AN AVERAGE SIZE OF  NM AND :R/ PARTICLES 

























MODIFY  THE  !U:R/  CONTACT  STRUCTURE  WHICH  IS  THE  MOST 
CRITICAL FACTOR FOR THE OCCURRING OF 7'3 REACTION 4HE DOMINANT 
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